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HINO HITS A 
CENTURY
The 100th Hino joins the Century Batteries Fleet – Words by Chris Mullett. 

Images by Sarah Barnsley
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“When you compare the advantages of the Hino 500-Series,

the gear shift pattern Allison six-speed automatic

transmission is a case in point, the gear shift pattern of 

the Allison automatic transmissions in the Hino 500 Series 

is superior to any alternative truck on the market. With full

power shifting differentiating it from an automated manual

gearbox it means the vehicle can cross a junction without a

delay and maintain progress with traffic flow.

“From a driver comfort perspective, the ISRI 6860 870 seat

used in the GH and FS is fantastic and the ISRI 6860/

with up to 240,000 km for the 500-Series. It is anticipated

the 700 Series will operate on a five year replacement 

cycle with a total distance travelled of approximately 

900,000 km. The 28 vehicles operated in New Zealand run

under a slightly different replacement programme, due to

lower average distances travelled each year.

Maintenance requirements are completed on a 10,000-

20,000 km basis, dependent on the vehicle type and duty

service. Each service is completed at the closest appropriate 

HINO dealership to the vehicle operating location such as

David Blackburn
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The Right Charge

When it comes to replacing a battery for your truck, van or 

ute, do you head for the cheapest unknown brand or do

you ask advice from a battery specialist?

If the answer is to go for the lowest price option, then you

probably buy Chinese tyres and reckon you know more

than the fleet operators. Cheap to purchase. doesn’t 

necessarily mean cheap to operate, and you’ll find out

the perils attached to this form of fleet management 

when your truck is sitting parked up somewhere remote 

because of a tyre or battery failure.

It’s fair to believe that a tyre or battery specialist knows 

considerably more than you do about the products 

available. Just because one is black and round and the 

other product is black and rectangular and different brands

look relatively identical from a casing perspective, doesn’t 

mean that what’s inside is the same level of technology. 

PowerTorque asked Johnny Kennedy, the technical guru

at Century Yuasa batteries in Queensland to explain the

answers to the questions you’ve probably never asked. 

“At our manufacturing facility in Carole Park, Queensland,

we produce around 1.1 million batteries per year and 

are in the process of investing $6,000,000 to increase 

production with the implementation of new equipment to 

raise that production level to 1.3 million,” said Mr. Kennedy.

If you thought all batteries were equal, time spent with

the technicians at Century Yuasa will soon convince

Batteries that supply the internal power requirements for 

in-cab heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems

require a battery design that can specifically handle long

periods of supplying constant power without recharging. 

These deep cycle batteries are a totally different design 

from a typical auto battery.

In Europe batteries need to be able to cope with minimum

temperatures as low as -18c. In Australia the upper limit of 

temperature tolerance for Century batteries is +80c.

Commercial vehicle batteries can be subjected to

pretty torrid conditions. Not just extreme hot and cold 

temperatures, but endless corrugations and bumps while 

on road. These conditions create havoc for batteries,

attacking critical internal components, which, for batteries

of inferior design, can lead to early failure.

Century Batteries has addressed this with thicker full

frame cast plates improving the strength and durability 

of the battery. Additionally, the company’s exclusive

Platelock™kk  Technology uses an adhesive that binds the

battery plates securely together to provide superior

vibration and impact resistance.

This is a vastly different construction from that of your 

normal “No-Name” brand retail battery, and essential 

if you want reliable power in your truck on typical rough

roads to combat vibration, as well as high ambient

temperatures while providing exceptional performance

and longer life in heavy haulage applications.

Manufactured using some of the toughest internal
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In long haul, on-highway interstate truck operation the

Ultra Hi-Performance Severe Service battery is designed 

to cater for starting and semi-cycling for onboard 

accessories. The design is highly resistant to vibration 

and features a Full Frame cast plate design with Platelock 

technology, glass mat separator and Labyrinth lid 

technology. It is backed by an 18-month warranty. 

Century Hi-Performance Truck, Bus and Heavy Equipment 

batteries are designed to provide short haul, off-highway 

intrastate truck drivers with dependable performance and

reliability. Manufactured using Calcium plate technology, 

this range of Hi-Performance batteries feature higher

cranking capacity, lower self-discharge 

as well as reduced water loss. It is

backed by a 12-month warranty.

In operating conditions where short 

haul, off-highway vehicles require extra 

starting power Century recommends

the Ultra Hi Performance battery for

its greater resistance to vibration. The 

construction design uses cast positive 

plates, expanded negative plates, PE 

Separators and labyrinth lid technology.

It is backed by a 24-month warranty.  

Finally, the Century Hi-Performance battery is designed for

short haul off highway vehicles where vibration is reduced

than the universal battery test standard of 40oC, which

is far more realistic to the under-bonnet temperatures of 

Aussie commercial vehicles.

Being able to resist the effects of extreme heat or cold are 

just part of the features and benefits of a Century battery.

The double layered lid and advanced labyrinth lid design 

assists in the retention and condensation of water vapour 

that is produced in the battery during operation and

charging.  It prevents leaks during tilting and vibration and if 

the battery is overcharged the excess gases it produces are 

safely discharged by the integrated central venting system. 

The design incorporates an integrated

flame arrester to prevent the risk of a 

reaction between oxygen and hydrogen. 

Water loss is reduced by 40 percent and 

this in turn extends the service life of the

battery by up to 30 per cent.

Century has been making batteries in 

Australia for 90 years.  The company’s 

in-depth knowledge of the climatic and

operating conditions that are unique to 

our country have been instrumental in the final designs of 

the batteries it makes here for our use.

When it comes to specifying a replacement battery
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